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ABSTRACT  
India has become the sought after destination for global brands and retailers owing to escalating 
consumerism, unprecedented awareness and youth centric customer base. The apparel retail sector 
in India has really emerged as a successful venture owing to its more than 35% share in the overall 
retail sector in India. The study Recent Trends and Developments in Apparel Retailing in India is 
mainly dealing with apparel retailing covering some of the popular malls in India. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Retailing in India, is probably, as old as the Indus valley civilisation. With a retail density of 5.5 
outlets for every 1000 people and a per‐capita retail space of 2square feet per person, India is 
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truly a nation of shopkeepers. But organised retailing, as a professional, service oriented set‐up, 
to provide the consumers with a whole new shopping experience, is a phenomenon in the 1990’s. 
With factors, such as families getting nuclearized, a younger Indian consumer, exposure to 
global lifestyles, lifting of import curbs and increasing interest of corporate sector in retailing, 
the retail revolution has begun. 
 
The apparel retail industry comprises sales of all men’s wear, women’s wear and children’s wear. 
The men’s wear sector retails the outer and under garments for men and boys. The women’s 
wear sector consists of the sale of all women's and girls' garments including dresses, suits and 
coats, jackets, tops, shirts, skirts, blouses, sweatshirts, sweaters, underwear, etc. The children’s 
wear sector includes sales of garments for children between the ages of 0–2 years. 
 
Apparel retailing together with accessories and luxury goods sales, formed 74.5% of the market 
for the global apparel and textiles industry, which generated total revenues of USD1.3 trillion in 
2008. In comparison, the unprocessed textiles retailing sector (cotton yarn, rayon and acetate, 
synthetic fibres and wool yarn) was worth USD221.1 billion, which represented 13.7% market 
share of the global apparel and textiles industry. 
 
Indian’s apparel retail industry has generated total revenues of USD27 billion in 2008, 
representing a CAGR of 10.9% for 2004–2008. Apparel is the second largest retail category in 
the country, representing 10% of the retail market. In India, Western‐style branded apparel 
merchandising is gathering momentum in the country’s apparel retail industry. India’s Gen Y is 
increasingly being exposed to Western culture through films and cable television. A large, young 
working population, growing numbers of working women and emerging opportunities in the 
services sector are all boosting the average spending of affluent consumers on branded clothing . 
 
2. RETAIL INDUSTRY: APPARELS  
 
The apparel retail industry comprises sales of all men’s wear, women’s wear and children’s wear. 
The men’s wear sector retails the outer and under garments for men and boys. The women’s 
wear sector consists of the sale of all women's and girls' garments including dresses, suits and 
coats, jackets, tops, shirts, skirts, blouses, sweatshirts, sweaters, underwear, etc. The children’s 
wear sector includes sales of garments for children between the ages of 0–2 years. 
 
Apparel retailing, together with accessories and luxury goods sales, formed 74.5% of the market 
for the global apparel and textiles industry, which generated total revenues of USD1.3 trillion in 
2008. In comparison, the unprocessed textiles retailing sector (cotton yarn, rayon and acetate, 
synthetic fibres and wool yarn) was worth USD221.1 billion, which represented 13.7% market 
share of the global apparel and textiles industry. 
 
Changes in consumer preferences and limited consumer spending power in some developed 
markets in the US, Germany and Japan have slowed down growth of the global apparel and 
textiles industry. Asia‐Pacific apparel retailing grew by 3.1% to reach a value of USD224.4 
billion, contributing 32.8% to the size of the world market. The region is forecast to have an 
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apparel retail market value of USD259.6 billion by 2013. Women’s wear retailing accounted for 
52.1% of the region’s market, generating total revenues of USD116.8 billion in 2008. Sales of 
men’s wear form 30.1% of the region’s market value with USD67.5 billion. 
 
Internet retailing is growing in popularity among consumers. Consultants from Retail Forward 
Inc. reported that 25% to 30% of online consumers purchase some type of online clothing every 
month. Online retailers provide payment options such as credit cards, debit cards, bank transfers, 
and other electronic payment systems such as Paypal. Many consumers cited convenience and 
cheaper prices as being among the reasons they shop online. Online retailing for clothes is 
expected to grow over the next few years. There is a huge potential for Internet retailing to 
become a viable alternative distribution channel in the clothing sector. 
 
Large retailers in hypermarkets or large‐scale retail store formats are rapidly expanding their 
market share in the Asia‐Pacific apparel retail industry. Large retailers offer lower prices and a 
greater range of products and allow consumers to shop in one place. For the clothing and 
footwear market, displays are very important as they enable consumers to get to know the 
products quickly. Good displays require large spaces and large department stores and unique 
specialty stores are in the best position to provide this. In Singapore, specialist retailers account 
for more than 40% of total sales for clothing retail. Specialist retailers sell more branded 
products. Though brands are also available in department stores, there has been a growing trend 
towards brand manufacturers developing their own retail stores. Private label products are also 
popular in apparel retailing at department stores in Singapore. 
 
Apparel retailing in Indian and Chinese markets have achieved rapid growth since their WTO 
admission. With retail market liberalisation in Asia, many leading European and American 
apparel retailers including Mango and Ga have expanded their presence in the region. The Asia‐ 
Pacific region’s top apparel retailing players come from Japan, China, Taiwan and South Korea. 
Stronger Asian players include Giordano International, SOGO, Wang Fujing, and the Japanese 
leading retail chain AEON. Giordano International operates 1,100 stores in China alone, selling 
casual apparel and accessories. It also has stores in Taiwan, Singapore, Japan and South Korea. 
The retailer has developed a chain of Bluestar Exchange discount stores. Asia’s second tier of 
major apparel retailers come from India, Indonesia and Thailand. 
 
China’s apparel retail industry is the fastest growing in the world, together with Brazil and 
India. The Chinese industry’s compound average growth rate (CAGR) is at 7.9% for 2004–2008, 
driven by the country’s rapid economic expansion and subsequent increase in consumer 
purchasing power. AT Kearney highlighted that an affluent middle class that regularly buys mid‐ 
to high‐end apparel is emerging in the country’s urban areas. With gradual liberalisation of the 
country’s retail markets, and having steadily opened up the market to foreign giants, the potential 
for further growth in the Chinese apparel retail industry is immense. However, the increased 
competition will lead Chinese apparel retailing to lower prices and a possible deceleration in the 
near future. The market value is expected to reach USD106.2 billion by the end of 2013. 
 
Indian apparel retail industry generated total revenues of USD27 billion in 2008, representing 
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a CAGR of 10.9% for 2004–2008. Apparel is the second largest retail category in the country, 
representing 10% of the retail market. In India, Western‐style branded apparel merchandising is 
gathering momentum in the country’s apparel retail industry. India’s Gen Y is increasingly being 
exposed to Western culture through films and cable television. A large, young working 
population, growing numbers of working women and emerging opportunities in the services 
sector are all boosting the average spending of affluent consumers on branded clothing. 
 
3. TRENDS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN RETAIL SECTOR  
 
Over the years, as the consumers demand increased and the retailers geared up to meet this 
increase, technology evolves rapidly to support this growth. The hardware and software tools that 
have now become essential for retailing can be categorised as follows: 
 
Bar coding and scanners 
 
Point of sale systems use scanners and bar coding to identify an item, use pre‐stored data to 
calculate the cost and generate the total bill for a client. Tunnel scanning is a new concept where 
the consumer pushes the full shopping cart through an electronic gate to the point of sale. In a 
matter of seconds, the items in the cart are hit with laser beams and scanned. All that the 
consumer has to do is to pay for the goods. 
 
Payment 
 
Payment through credit cards has become quite widespread and this enables a fast and easy 
payment process. Electronic cheque conversion, recent development in this area, processes a 
cheque electronically by transmitting transaction information to the retailer’s and customer’s 
bank, rather than manually process a cheque, the retailer avoids it and hands it back to the 
customer along with a receipt, having digitally captured and stored image of the cheque, which 
makes the process very fast. 
 
Internet 
 
Internet is also rapidly evolving as a customer interface, removing the need of a consumer 
physically visiting the store. 
 
CRM systems 
  
The rise of loyalty programs, mail order and the internet has provided retailers with real access to 
customer data. Data warehousing and mining technologies offer retailers the tools they need to 
make sense of their consumer data and apply it to business. This along with the various available 
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) systems, allow the retailers to study the purchasing 
behaviour of customers in detail and grow the value of individual consumers to business. 
 
Advanced Planning and Scheduling Systems 
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APS systems can provide improved control across the supply chain, all the way from raw material 
suppliers’ right through to the retail shelf. These APS packages complement existing (but often 
limited) ERP packages. They enable consolidation of activities such as long term budgeting, 
monthly forecasting, weekly factory scheduling and daily distribution scheduling into one overall 
planning process using a single set of data. 
 
Store Site Location 
 
Demographics and buying patterns of residents of an area can be used to compare various possible 
sites for opening new stores. Today, software packages are helping retailers not only in their 
location decisions but in decisions regarding store sizing and designing. 
 
 
4. RETAIL INDUSTRY: APPARELS 
 
The apparel retail industry comprises sales of all men’s wear, women’s wear and children’s wear. 
The men’s wear sector retails the outer and under garments for men and boys. The women’s wear 
sector consists of the sale of all women's and girls' garments including dresses, suits and coats, 
jackets, tops, shirts, skirts, blouses, sweatshirts, sweaters, underwear, etc. The children’s wear 
sector includes sales of garments for children between the ages of 0–2 years. 
 
Apparel retailing, together with accessories and luxury goods sales, formed 74.5% of the 
market for the global apparel and textiles industry, which generated total revenues of USD1.3 
trillion in 2008. In comparison, the unprocessed textiles retailing sector (cotton yarn, rayon and 
acetate, synthetic fibres and wool yarn) was worth USD221.1 billion, which represented 13.7% 
market share of the global apparel and textiles industry. 
 
Changes in consumer preferences and limited consumer spending power in some developed 
markets in the US, Germany and Japan have slowed down growth of the global apparel and 
textiles industry. Asia‐Pacific apparel retailing grew by 3.1% to reach a value of USD224.4 
billion, contributing 32.8% to the size of the world market. The region is forecast to have an 
apparel retail market value of USD259.6 billion by 2013. Women’s wear retailing accounted for 
52.1% of the region’s market, generating total revenues of USD116.8 billion in 2008. Sales of 
men’s wear form 30.1% of the region’s market value with USD67.5 billion. 
 
Internet retailing is growing in popularity among consumers. Consultants from Retail Forward 
Inc. reported that 25% to 30% of online consumers purchase some type of online clothing every 
month. Online retailers provide payment options such as credit cards, debit cards, bank transfers, 
and other electronic payment systems such as Paypal. Many consumers cited convenience and 
cheaper prices as being among the reasons they shop online. Online retailing for clothes is 
expected to grow over the next few years. There is a huge potential for Internet retailing to 
become a viable alternative distribution channel in the clothing sector. 
 
Large retailers in hypermarkets or large‐scale retail store formats are rapidly expanding their 
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market share in the Asia‐Pacific apparel retail industry. Large retailers offer lower prices and a 
greater range of products and allow consumers to shop in one place. For the clothing and 
footwear market, displays are very important as they enable consumers to get to know the 
products quickly. Good displays require large spaces and large department stores and unique 
specialty stores are in the best position to provide this. In Singapore, specialist retailers account 
for more than 40% of total sales for clothing retail. Specialist retailers sell more branded 
products. Though brands are also available in department stores, there has been a growing trend 
towards brand manufacturers developing their own retail stores. Private label products are also 
popular in apparel retailing at department stores in Singapore. 
 
Indian apparel retail industry generated total revenues of USD27 billion in 2008, representing 
a CAGR of 10.9% for 2004–2008. Apparel is the second largest retail category in the country, 
representing 10% of the retail market. In India, Western‐style branded apparel merchandising is 
gathering momentum in the country’s apparel retail industry. India’s Gen Y is increasingly being 
exposed to Western culture through films and cable television. A large, young working 
population, growing numbers of working women and emerging opportunities in the services 
sector are all boosting the average spending of affluent consumers on branded clothing. 
 
 
 
5. STUDY 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
To know the recent trends and developments in apparel retailing it was necessary to get feedback 
from the apparel retailers. For this it was decided that the right mode of approach could be a 
combination of surveys which is a mix of exploratory and descriptive research. This result is 
based on both primary and secondary data. 
 
SAMPLE DESIGN  
Universe: All the apparel retailers of Indian market mostly malls and exclusive outlets. Universe 
is all about the total size of population; it covers the whole area of apparel retail market. 
Sample Size: 150 apparel retailers. Sample size of study shows the number of retailers selling 
apparels in the Indian market.  
Sampling Method: The sample has been collected by the questionnaire, which were given to the 
respective retailers in person. The respondents who filled the response sheets were the people 
who were operating their own retail outlet or working as manager there. 
 
SOURCES OF DATA 
  
1. Primary data – Primary data was collected through a well structured questionnaire designed 

separately for apparel retailers. A pilot study was conducted to test the utility of the 
questionnaire and necessary changes were being made.  
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2. Secondary data – Secondary data are collected from various books, websites, magazines and 
journals.  

 
 
6. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
  
1. 96.67% of the apparel retailers are satisfied with the sales happening in their stores. So they are 
having good sales  
2. Discounts and freebies are one of the important techniques of attracting customers to the apparel 
stores. 95.33% of apparel retailers are providing discounts and freebies to their customers.  
3. Every retailer has give importance to feedback received from the customers, as they increase 
the confidence of the customers regarding the retailers. 96% of apparel retailers give importance to 
customer feedback.  
4. Every apparel retailer should maintain a customer database of their regular customers. This 
helps the retailers to offer customised service each and every customer. But unfortunately only 
8% of the apparel retailers in India maintain customer database.   
5. Every apparel retailer should intimate their customers about the annual, seasonal, festive 
sale etc. This helps to customers to know about sale going on in the particular shop. But 
unfortunately only 16% of the Indian apparel retailers are intimating their customers about the 
annual, seasonal, festive sale etc.   
6. Every retailer should extend greetings to their customers on special occasions like festivals, 
this makes them feel important. But only 40.67% of Indian apparel retailers are greeting their 
customers on special occasions.   
7. Every apparel retailer should cope up with the latest trends to suit the changing preference 
of the customers. 96% of the Indian apparel retailers are coping up with the latest trends to suit 
the changing customer preference.   
8. This survey shows that today almost 90.33% of Indian customers prefer branded products 
compared to local products.  
9. Today more than 94% of Indian customers in cosmopolitan cities are influenced by mall 
culture than shopping in exclusive outlets.  
10. 86% of Indian apparel retailers think that retail industry has more customers from urban areas 
than from rural and semi rural areas.  
11. According to Indian apparel retailers 88.97% of people visiting malls are youngsters and 
working women.   
12. Apparel retailers in India should facilitate EMI facility to salaried class to induce them to 
try branded apparels. But unfortunately less than 0.67% is providing this facility to their 
customers.   
13. All the retailers should promote the use of eco‐friendly reusable paper bags which helps in 
protecting our environment. But unfortunately only 6.67% of Indian apparel retailers are using 
eco‐friendly reusable paper bags.   
14. Apparel retailers should offer the exchange and buyback offers to the customers to keep 
them at ease while shopping. But unfortunately only 4% of the Indian apparel retailers are 
providing this facility.   
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15. Apparel retailers should provide seasonal clothing line to suit the needs and trends of those 
seasons. 91.33% of Indian apparel retailers are offering different range of clothing during 
different seasons.   
16. Indian apparel retailers should offer gift vouchers to attract and retain customers. But only 
16.67% of Indian apparel retailers are managing to provide gift vouchers.   
17. Apparel retailers should offer membership cards to their regular customers for enduring 
customer relationship. But unfortunately only 2.67% of Indian apparel retailers are offering 
membership cards to their regular customers.  
18. FDI is bringing vast opportunities for development of retail sector. But only 51.33% of the 
Indian apparel retailers agree with this.  
 
 
7. FINDINGS 
  
1. Most of the apparel retailers in India are convinced with the sales in their outlets.   
2. Most of the apparel retailers in India are not intimating their customers about the annual sale, 

seasonal sale, festive sale etc., in their outlets.   
3. The apparel retailers in India are not giving importance to greet their customers on the festive 

occasions.  
4. The Indian apparel retailing sector is neglecting the customers from rural and semi‐rural areas.  
5. The malls and retail outlets in India today are youth centric.   
6. Most of the apparel retailers in India are not offering easy instalment facility to the customers.   
7. Majority of apparel retailers in India are not aware of the usage of eco‐friendly reusable paper 

bags.  
8. Most of apparel retailers in India are not offering exchange and buyback offers to their 

customers.  
9. Majority of the apparel retailers are not providing gift vouchers and discount coupons to their 

customers.  
10. Most of the apparel retailers in India are not offering membership cards to their regular 

customers.  
11. Most of the small apparel retailers in India are of the impression that FDI in retail sector is not 

beneficial to them.  
12. In most of the apparel retail outlets in India, variety and colours are not available for plus sizes.  
 
8. SUGGESTIONS 

  
1. Customer database has to be maintained by the Indian apparel retailers as it is facilitating 

customised service to the customers. It even serves the purpose of intimating the customers 
regarding annual, seasonal, festive sale etc.   

2. Apparel retailers in India must also consider the rural and semi‐rural customers as most of 
them today have purchasing power and can afford to buy.   

3. Malls and retailers in India must also concentrate on styling products for middle aged people.  
4. Apparel retailers in India must provide easy instalment facility to salaried class as this induces 
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them to try branded apparels.  
5. Apparel retailers in India must advocate the usage of eco‐friendly reusable paper bags to 

promote green marketing.  
6. Apparel retailers in India must offer exchange and buyback offers to their customers, to make 

them feel at ease.  
7. Small apparel retailers in India have to consider FDIs in expanding their horizons.  
8. Apparel retailers in India must concentrate on the plus sized customers by offering wider 

varieties and colours in plus sized apparels.   
9. Apparel retailers in India must provide opportunities for the customers to avail membership 

cards, gift vouchers, discount coupons etc., to provide customer delight.  
10. Apparel retailers in India must provide personal touch to their regular customers in the form 

of seasonal and festive greetings. 
 
9. CONCLUSION  
 
Indian apparel retail sector has become one of the important sectors in the Indian retail industry. 
More than 35% of Indian retail sector comprises of apparel retailing. This sector is also bringing 
in new trends in retailing and is the most developing and profitable sector. Based on the 
interpretation of my study, I have come to the conclusion that the apparel retailers are happy with 
their sales, they are prioritizing customer feedback and offering discounts and freebies to the 
customers. They must try to lay emphases on green marketing, promote usage of eco‐friendly 
products to make this world a better place to live. FDI must be encouraged for sustainability and 
enrichment of Indian retail market. 
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